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A. Person born before January 1, 1943

B. Person born after December 31, 1942
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 If you were born before January 1, 1943, complete Parts A and C. Otherwise, complete Parts B and C.
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C. Québec income tax withholding transferred to your spouse
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Note: In this schedule, the term “spouse” refers to your spouse on December 31, 2007 (see the definition at line 12 in the guide).
If you had a spouse on December 31, 2007, you and your spouse may jointly decide to include a portion of your retirement income in the calculation 
of your spouse’s income. For further information, see the instructions for line 123 in the guide. 
If you transfer a portion of your retirement income to your spouse, you must also transfer, in the same proportion as your retirement income, the Québec 
income tax withheld from this income.

Your spouse’s  
social insurance numberYour spouse’s last name and first name

TP-1.D.Q-V (2007-12)

SCHEDULE

Amount from line 122 of your return
Amount from line 10 used to purchase an annuity or transferred to an RRSP or a RRIF 
(see line 250, point 4, in the guide)
Deduction claimed on line 293 with regard to the amount on line 10 
Deduction claimed on line 297 (point 12) with regard to the amount on line 10
Add lines 12 through 16. 
Subtract line 18 from line 10.

Retirement income you are transferring to your spouse (maximum: 50% of the amount on line 20).  
Carry this amount to line 250 of your return.  
Your spouse must enter the same amount on line 123 of his or her return.

 Amount from line 34 used to purchase an annuity or transferred to an RRSP or a RRIF  
(see line 250, point 4, in the guide)
Deduction claimed on line 293 with regard to the amount on line 34 
Deduction claimed on line 297 (point 12) with regard to the amount on line 34
Add lines 36 through 40.
Subtract line 42 from line 34. 

Retirement income you are transferring to your spouse (maximum: 50% of the amount on line 44). 
Carry this amount to line 250 of your return.  
Your spouse must enter the same amount on line 123 of his or her return.

Payments from a pension plan (see line 123 in the guide)
Payments from an RRSP, a RRIF, a DPSP or an annuity, included on line 122 and  
received further to the death of your spouse
Add lines 30 and 32.

Québec income tax withheld from the income you entered on line 10 or 34 (as applicable), RL-2 slip, box J
Amount from line 22 or 46, as applicable
Multiply line 50 by line 52.
Amount from line 10 or 34, as applicable 
Divide line 54 by line 56. Carry this amount to line 451.1 of your return.  
Your spouse must enter the same amount on line 451.3 of his or her return.
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